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Converge (2x85) Titles and Tattoos (2x84) is an 80-fourth episode of the second Critical Role campaign. After overlive the dangers of Folding Halls, Mighty Nein must now grapple with the seriousness of Obanna's conspiracy and decide who in the Empire they can trust... Synopsis[edit | edit source] Sam leads cheers for Beyond. Jest to to but it's not the
most brutal yet. Matt thanks D&amp;D Beyond for a number of reasons, mostly their durability. Travis reports that in November, Critical Role partnered with OSD, an organization that supports American veterans. Contribute in critrole.com/OSD. UnDeadwood Part IV (final) will air on Friday, November 15 at 7pm BST on Twitch. The legend of Vox Machina
was picked up by Amazon Prime. Season one has been extended to 12 episodes and will be available for free to followers. There will also be a 12-episode season two. Details on the Kickstarter page. Merch update! Chibi pins for Fjord, Nott and Molly. Also a soft and cozy blanket with a map of Tal'Dorei Devena Rue. Check out our critrole.com in the US and
UK. Previously u Critical Roles[edit | redagd source] Yes, recently we set out, Mighty Nein, in search of your allies in an upcoming battle that seemed to be slowly building around Obann, and the plans he is making in pursuit of the will of the Iron Angel, you went on to find that Yussa, the mage of the Tidepeak Tower, had disappeared in the Folding Halls of
Halas, Archmage Bane, Heirloom Sphere, or, as you refer to it, happy fuckin' fun ball. After spending what was essentially weeks and weeks in real time, and just a few days inside the ball's odd time divulation, you managed to make your way through all sorts of strange chambers and traps and hunters fighting golems, and then finally find your way to the lost
Halas cave, the creator of these Sal, who found his soul trapped or sabotaged the relics he used in his research. By capturing this gem, interrogating it, and forming an alliance, to some extent, to get clues from this strange sequence of rooms, you've found yourself a Soot Prison. You freed Yussa, who was silenced and put down when he began to familiarize
himself with the interior of these Halls. You all managed to escape and found yourself off the bullet halfway to the Tidepeak Tower, along with Allura Vysoren of Tal'Dorei Council, who helped you as a friend through this little adventure. Now, as everyone has gathered, her research has brought her to ask for information and bring materials and thoughts and
images, memories of that person Yasha who spoke that seemed to be involved in this mess with Obann. As you gathered your hands together and prepared the ritual, you looked past the veil of deception and revealed that the Iron Angel appeared to be a cover, some possibly fictitious name, to mask the true intentions of one Tharizdun, the Chained
Oblivion, who seemingly gathered his friends under the guise of an Iron Angel. For what purpose, we do not know necessarily. But after this revelation, we return to the chamber up the Tidepeak Tower. How allura ends by speaking to I must inform the Council, there is a long, gestational pause. The air itself is still there. Guests can smell the salty sea air that
comes from the nearby lucidian sea and ocean nearby. But among this there is only this sense of fear and weight on the shoulders, as the sheer volume and gravity of what we have all recently heard comes to take the mind. Part I[edit | source of editing] The party tries to remember everything they know about Tharizdun, Chained Oblivion. Tharizdun, though
classified as one of the Gods of traitors, can be much older. Crazy and hungry black emptiness, lies chained by Ioun and Pelor at the bottom of the Abyss, secured by many sets of divine shackles anchored somewhere in Exandria. The party tells Yussie and Allura that the names of those they know are related to the cult of the Iron Angel: Obann, Yasha,
Laughing Hand, Jourrael and Vence Nuthaleus (aka Blondie). They discuss rift-opening devices that weaken the curtains between the Abyss and the Prime Material Plane and decide that they will have to take down the Angel Iron cult. Yussa mentions that he has a friend in the Empire: Oremid Hass in the Halls of Erudition in Zadash. He does not want to go
there alone, because sale contain means to exclude such splending, which would allow him to enter freely, but gives them an introductory letter so that the party can go as its allies. It also suggests that because Oremid likes small furry animals, taking Sprinkle and Frumpkin can be a good strategy. Yussa believes that not all Cerberus Congregations are
corrupt. Allura then leaves to seek help from the Tal'Dorei Council, although their ability to intervene in foreign policy may be limited. Yussa gives the party a share of what he recovered from the Memorial Sphere, amounting to 2,100 platinum pieces, and also replaces the diamond that was used for Revivify Nott. They then discuss what to do with Halas. Nott
still has ruby and, at Fjord's suggestion, touches him to see if Halas is still there. He is unable to refrain from continuing to ask questions about Halas' ability to permanently change his body. He studied such a spell, but it is incomplete, although if he releases it, it will help her realize it. Others are increasingly worried about the side of the conversation they
hear, and Nott doesn't react to it or drops the gem, so Caduceus throws Silence at her while Beau snatches the gem. Nott is furious, saying it was her chance and she can't just leave her alone. Yussa challenges Caleb to complete the spell Halas was working on, and promises that Nott will try. Yussa then destroys Halas' body and locks the jewel in a pocket
size. Fan art tattoos, by Aurex Aldori. [Article 1] They decide to go to Zadash to see Oremid Hass as Yussa suggested, and Jester sends to zeenoth archivist in Kobalta to see if their last visit has been forgotten. Zeenoth ensures that everything has been smoothed out and is welcome at any time. Willr remembers the magical stat-raising tattoos that Orly
Skiffback had talked about a few months earlier, and she, Beau and Nott decide to spend their new found wealth on them. They find Ball-Eater just leaving the port and returning to the waterfront, where Orly gives tattoos to Jester's constitution, beau wisdom and charisma to Nott. Meanwhile, Caleb, Caduceus and Fjord go out for fish and chips and talk about
destiny and fate, their duty to try to stop Tharizdun, even if it means their death, their growing attachment to the group and a sense of duty to rescue Yasha from Obann. Caleb is very concerned about the conversation with Oremid Hass in Zadash, given his relationship with Trent Ikithon, but believes they need to save Yasha and deal with The Chained
Oblivion. The party sleeps on the ship in old cabins and teleports in the morning to Zadash. Part II[edit | edit source] Arriving in Zadash, they are greeted by Zeenotha Archivist, who apologizes for how everything went in their previous visit and tells them that Dairon has returned to tell Cobalt Soul about the party's recent achievements and beau's promotion to
expositor. To the huge surprise, Beau also apologizes to Zeenoth. Their privileges for archives and the use of the order's teleportation circles have been restored. They meet with Dairon, who tells them that he is trying to win an audience with King Dwendale to inform him and his counsel about possible internal corruption. They share that Vence Nuthaleus is
involved in the worship of the Iron Angel, the front for Tharizdun. Zeenoth shows a party to Beau's new chamber in Cobalt Soul, where she dons her new Expositor raiment, saving her old belt. Caleb decides to stay behind and investigates Tharizdun, learning that six handcuffs hold Tharizdun in the Abyss, anchored in places within Exandria that are closely
guarded secrets in dawnfather's supreme clergy and Knowing Lover. Taking Frumpkin with them, the rest of the party heads towards the Erudition Hall. Along the way, Jester reminds Fjord that she would like to meet the Gentleman while they are in town, and Beau realizes that he doesn't lie so much recently because it's getting better to be himself. Using an
introductory letter from Yussy, they win the audience along with Oremid Hass, the director. Mighty Nein are extremely honest with Oremid, telling him that The Chained Oblivion is trying to free himself with the false cult of the Iron Angel, that a third party is planting rift-forming devices to thin the barrier between the Prime Material Plane and the Abyss, and that
they believe that someone in Xhorhas allowed the Empire to capture two dodecahedrons. Oremide that in the private echoes of the Empire there are rumors of the fugitives of the empire working with the Kryn Dynasty. When they mention that Vence Nuthaleus is one of the cultists and produce a sample of the fabric found in the slotted device, it is enough to
convince Oremid to start research. He contacts Vence, but learns that he is returning to Rexxentrum. When the party produces Frumpkin and Sprinkle, all oremid reserves disintegrate and dissolve into inconsistent hugging. He gives them a pin with the coat of arms of the Cerberus Congregation to help them gain credibility. Attack art fan, Paul Justin
Hollingsworth. [Article 2] The party meets with Caleb at the Invulnerable Vagrant, where Pumat Sol tells them that his stockpile is low because he was busy producing requisitioned war supplies for the Assembly. He asks them to make him a vial of Basiline Swavain oil, and they agree. They also buy several healing potions and an elixir with maximum arcane
power. Suddenly, Caduceus feels seamless pain in his back when he is attacked and seriously injured by a red-haired woman who immediately moves back to the ground like a ghost. Featured characters[edit | edit source] Inventory[edit | edit source] Adjustment Count Item Source Notes Relinquished 1 ruby containing Halas's soul Nott Yussa Yussa locked
it in a private pocket dimension. He received 1,2,100 platinum (worth 21,000 gp) Yussa Party Reward for freeing Yussa from the Memorial Sphere. Acquired 1 diamond (value 350 gp) Yussa Caduceus Diamond Exchange used for Revivify Nott. He acquired 1,1312 GP Orly Party Split profits from Ball-Eater. Acquired 1 pin with the symbol Cerberus Assembly
Oremid Hass party Oremid marked it with its secret signature. Acquired 2 regular healing potions Indestructible Vagrant Party Acquired 2 larger healing potions Invulnerable Vagrant Party Acquired 1 elixir better treatment Indestructible Vagrant Party Acquired 1 elixir with maximum power Invulnerable Vagrant Caleb Disposable Use. Allows maximum possible
damage from one arcane spell. Quotes[edit | editing source] Caduceus: Nott, you need to understand the difference between opportunity and temptation. It was a temptation. [1] Fan art of a good garden, by Shiv Kilsby. [Article 3] Caduceus: Have you ever planted something? Put something in the ground? Caleb: A long time ago, yes, plants. Caduceus: What
did you plant? Caleb: Green beans. Caduceus: Green beans. Perfect. So you put something in the ground. It didn't look too much. You knew what you would get at the end. You put it in the ground and do what it's going to do. He doesn't know what it is. He doesn't know his purpose. But it moves to green beans. The gods plant us, plant their wills and
desires, and we are moving towards the fruits that we will eventually induch for them if all goes well. This plant may not have done so. This plant may have fallen into the cold or circumstances, it was eaten by something that did not appreciate what it put there. But destiny has planted you here and now and hopes that you will bear fruit for it. It's destiny. The
tree does not know what the fruit will be. You don't know where you're going, but you've been placed here. And I've always known that, but I'll admit that I've never really felt it since meeting the rest of you. This is a garden. This is a good garden. A lot of manure. But a good garden. [2] Caleb: I began to forget what it was like not to be with you people. We're
missing one, and I'm stuck with the fact that we're missing it. [3] Fjord: I think the second part is if you know everything we know, and you have a choice, do you decide not to act? And sit idly by allowing the rest of your life to pass? Or do you act knowing full well that you can completely fail? Caleb: Well, I'm at least familiar with the concept of failure. Fjord:
You got me getting comfortable with the idea of not with you. Makes it a little less... Lonely. [4] Caduceus: Are you going to apologize a little more? Because it was amazing. Beau: These are frugal. Caduceus: I understand. Excuse me. Beau: I choose and choose my apology. Caduceus: I give mine for free. [5] Trivia[edit | edit source] Prices and gems
required for tattoos: Strength - Ruby - 2200 Dexterity - Emerald - 2200 Constitution - Diamond - 2500 Intelligence - Sapphire - 2200 Wisdom - Jade - 2 200 Charisma - Aquamarine - 2200 Resist Fire - Fire Opal - 5000 Resist Cold - Black Star Sapphire - 5000 Matt suffered a presumed 1 point slicing of mental damage from paper he threw into the air that
boomeranged and attacked his eye. This episode shares a thumbnail from Dinner with the Devil (2x110). References[edit | editing source] ↑ See Titles and Tattoos (2x84) at 0:45:39. ↑ See Titles and Tattoos (2x84) at 1:30:39. ↑ See Titles and Tattoos (2x84) at 1:34:35. ^ See Titles and Tattoos (2x84) at 1:35:03. ↑ See Titles and Tattoos (2x84) at 2:23:53. Art:
Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Notice.
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